TECHNOLOGY MEETS VISION

XTGlobal’s
Integration Support

The global system integration
market size is expected to reach
USD 582.5 billion by 2025, at a
CAGR of 11.7% over the forecast
period, according to a study
conducted by Grand View
Research, Inc.*

Digital transformation of an enterprise is incomplete
if there are barriers between enterprise applications.
With RPA (Robotic Process Automation), Machine
Learning, and Artificial Intelligence becoming a big
part of the IT ecosystem, critical business processes,
and applications need to “talk” to each other in
order to provide business value.
Connecting one software or application to another
can be done directly, but more often, it is a complex
process if it involves multiple independent systems.
Maintaining productive working relationships
with customers and partners, improving workflow
efficiency, lowering the overall cost of operations,
flexibility and adaptability are some of the drivers
for an agile transformation solution.

Why has Integrations become a Necessity?
Due to agile application development and continuous delivery of best practices in software products,
there is an increasing demand for highly specialized tools and solutions. Customers are increasingly
using various tools like Oracle Cloud for Financials, Workday for HR, and SAP for SCM to meet their
organizational goals. System integration helps these different applications to communicate with each other,
lowering cost structure, improving performance, and increasing capacity. Investing in solutions is not complete
until these solutions are integrated with each other and work in sync towards achieving the business goals.
Eliminating redundancies or multiplicities and creation of distinct, customized applications is pushing
companies towards investment in strong integration solutions.
* https://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-system-integration-market

There are several scenarios that call for integration in an organization:
ò Use of multiple disparate applications that run in the on-premise datacenter or in the cloud requires
enterprise application integration (EAI) to connect them all.
ò B2B integrations that connect an enterprise’s applications to those of a business partner
ò Connecting internal applications so that business processes can access both on-premise as well as
cloud-based applications
ò Integration of IoT (Internet of Things) devices with internal applications
ò Requirement for more automation, communication, control and visibility over common business
processes
ò Dependency on customized solutions that require greater investment into tools and developer
sources
ò Need for scalable and agile infrastructure to support new, cloud-based IT environment
ò Use of modern SaaS solutions such as CRM, ERP, HRMS, SCM, procurement etc.

Challenges that Companies Face
with Integration:
ò Use of complex, legacy-style integrations
ò Poor design and lack of best practices
ò Misalignment between application
integration and business process
automation
ò Frequent testing requirement due to
upgrades on their applications servers
with patches
ò Cost of resources for integrations
ò Finding the right talent for integrations
ò Lack of collaboration between API design,
management and security
ò Turning customized legacy IT systems into
manageable solutions
ò Shifting workflows and applications to the
cloud
ò Dealing with several payload formats and
architectures as part of the digital
transformation strategy

XTGlobal’s Integration Solutions:
Over the years, XTGlobal has invested in developing
integration solutions that will align with customers’
unique business requirements. Through a proper
planning methodology, XTGlobal ensures perfect
alignment with the client’s environments, ensuring
reduced complexity, increased standardization and
control and a reduction in cost of compliance.
XTGlobal has developed its own Open Source
Integration Solution for our customers that are
using Oracle Cloud applications.
Oracle Integration Cloud
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How you can Benefit with XTGlobal’s Integration Solutions
ò
ò
ò
ò
ò
ò
ò

Cost savings with low and predictable op-ex
Technology and process expertise
Better insights for your business
Transparency in processes
Flexible delivery model
Greater agility
Reduced risk

Increased efficiency
Customer first strategy
Support for all integration patterns
Support from Oracle-trained and certified
consultants
ò On-site as well as offshore capabilities with
Follow-the-Sun Delivery Model
ò
ò
ò
ò

Integration Strategy Considerations
ò Integration Type
ò Scalability
ò High Availability

INTEGRATION
TYPE

ò Disaster Recovery

IDENTIFICATIONS

ò Security
◊ Encryption
◊ Connectivity

SCALABILITY

◊ Error Handling
◊ Reporting

STRATEGIC
METHODOLOGY

ò Best Practices
ò Common Blue-Prints
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AVAILABILITY

ò Identify
◊ Transaction Volume
◊ Number of Files
◊ Frequency

DISASTER
RECOVERY

SECURITY

Why XTGlobal:
ò CMMI/DEV3 certified company

ò SOC1 Type2 & SOC2 Type1 Certified

ò ITSM Industry Standard Processes

ò ISO/IEC 27001 Certified
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